Please read these instructions carefully before you operate your soap dispenser. Keep this manual in a safe place for future reference.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

1. PLEASE DO NOT WASH THE UNIT. TO CLEAN, SIMPLY WIPE WITH A DAMP CLOTH AND WIPE IT IMMEDIATELY WITH A CLEAN, DRY CLOTH AND TRY AGAIN.
2. WIPE THE BODY WITH CLOTH REGULARLY TO AVOID LONG-TERM CORROSION UPON THE UNIT, AND THIS CAN HELP EXTEND THE ITEMS LIFETIME.
3. DO NOT USE IN DIRECT SUNLIGHT. THE SENSOR MAY TRIGGER OR NOT WORK PROPERLY.
4. NEVER INSTALL NEW AND OLD BATTERIES IN THE PRODUCT AT THE SAME TIME.
5. NEVER FILL WITH TOO THICK, SOLID, SEMISOLID LIQUID, THIS MAY BLOCK THE NOZZLE AND DAMAGE THE PRODUCT.
6. ALWAYS KEEP THE MAINBODY STRAIGHT AND UPRIGHT AND ENSURE THE SEPARATE WATERPROOF STAND, WHICH IS PROVIDED WITH THE PRODUCT, IS FIXED TO THE BOTTOM.
7. NEVER IMMERSE THE UNIT, INCLUDING THE BOTTOM, INTO WATER. THIS MAY CAUSE THE PRODUCT TO MALFUNCTION DUE TO THE INNER ELECTRICAL PARTS OF THE UNIT.

HOW TO OPERATE IT

1.) Open the battery base cover on the bottom, insert 4 new AAA 1.5V alkaline batteries (re-chargable 1.2V battery not suitable for this item), then close the cover, and install the unit on the separate stand to keep the batteries dry.

Never put the item directly on any surface without using the separate waterproof stand provided, water may go inside the product and damage the item.

2.) Twist the top lid and open it, fill the liquid soap or sanitizer of your choice carefully. —Be careful, not to over fill above 80%. Close the top lid by twisting and locking.

3.) Press the switch/volume control button on the top for about 3 seconds, release your finger until you see the red light turn on, then the item is ready to work. If you want to turn it off, press the switch/volume control button for about 3 seconds until you see the red light turns off, then release your finger.

4.) This item has three different volume settings, you can set it according to your requirement. When the product is switched on, press the switch/volume control button, if the indicator flashes once, it means the item is at its minimum dispense volume setting, press the switch/volume control button again, when indicator flashes two times, it means item is at its middle dispense volume setting, press the button again, the indicator flashes three times, this means the item is at its maximum soap dispensing setting. If you press the button again, the indicator will flash once, this means you are back to the items minimum soap dispensing setting.

5.) When you refill the liquid or change the batteries, please always remember to turn off the item, and keep the mainbody vertically upright.

FAQ AND TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Q: The item doesn’t work after installing the batteries.

A: 1) Batteries are low or drained. —Please replace with new batteries and try again.

NEVER MIX OLD AND NEW BATTERIES WHEN REPLACING BATTERIES IN YOUR PRODUCT.

2) Batteries are not installed correctly. —Check the orientation of the batteries, making sure all of them are correctly installed and try again.

3) Rust on battery door contacts. —Using a flat headed screwdriver or steel wool, gently scrape away rust.
Q: I switch on the product, and can hear the pump running, but no liquid comes out.

A: 1) When using the product for the first time, the liquid needs to travel from the tank to nozzle, the pump will need to be cycled a number of times. --- to do this put your hand under the liquid soap nozzle and when you hear the pump running then move away your hand. Repeat this a few times until you see the liquid coming out.

2) Air bubbles might be trapped in the nozzle. ---After you fill the unit with soap, open and close the lid on the top of the unit a few times and also tap the unit gently on the counter a few times, to help release the air bubbles in the nozzle.

3) Too little or too thick a soap in the tank. --Please check the liquid volume in the tank, if there is not enough, add more liquid inside. Never fill with too thick, solid, semisolid liquid, this may block the nozzle and damage the product. ---Try switching to the maximum volume dispense setting and try again.

Q: The liquid come out but too little, is it possible to have more big volume?

A: Yes, this item has three different volume settings, you can set it according to your requirement. When the product is switched on, press the switch/volume control button, if the indicator flashes once, it means the item is at its minimum dispense volume setting, press the switch/volume control button again, when indicator flashes two times, it means item is at its middle dispense volume setting, press the button again, the indicator flashes three times, this means the item is at its maximum soap dispensing setting. If you press the button again, the indicator will flash once, this means you are back to the items minimum soap dispensing setting.

Q: The indicator flashes every 5-9 seconds when in standby mode, is this a problem?

A: No, it's no problem, it should be like this.

Q: The indicator flashes when in standby mode, but when I put my hand under the soap nozzle I can not hear the pump working.

A: The batteries do not have enough power, please replace with new batteries.

NEVER MIX OLD AND NEW BATTERIES TOGETHER WHEN REPLACING BATTERIES IN YOUR PRODUCT.

Q: Light flashes when the button on top of the unit is pressed but there is no sound from the motor/pump.

A: 1.) Sensor area is obscured by soap residue or other occlusion. —Clean the sensor window area with a damp cloth. Wipe area immediately with a clean, dry cloth and try again.

2.) Lighting conditions around the sensor pump are interfering with sensing. ---Move the item to another location with less intense lighting and try again. If the product still does not work please contact our customer service team.

Q: The unit dispenses on its own.

A: 1.) Sensor area is obscured by soap residue or other occlusion. —Clean the sensor window area with a damp cloth. Wipe area immediately with a clean, dry cloth and try again.

2.) Lighting conditions around the sensor pump are interfering with sensing. ---Move the item to another location with less intense lighting and try again. If the product still does not work please contact our customer service team.

WE HOPE YOU ENJOY OUR PRODUCT.

If you require any further information please do not hesitate to contact us.

olsyma832@gmail.com